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It’s the time of year to reflect on our blessings and be reminded of what we are thankful for.  I, for one, am thankful 
for my loving family; great friends; my trusty companion, Maggie; and my love of photography.  I have always said 
that photography is the best hobby in the world...you can do it alone or with others, and, best of all, it captures 
the most wonderful memories.  Plus I do believe photographers have a better sense of their surroundings.  We see 
so much that others just pass by.  I hope you’ll take some time to reflect on what you are thankful for this crisp 
November, and e-mail me a photo for an upcoming newsletter!  Happy Thanksgiving!

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
November Winning Images 

COMING SOON:
November 16th
Member Critique

Upload a maximum of four (4) images on
photocontestpro.com

December 7th - Competition:
 Digital #4

Theme #4:  Wide Angle
Judge:  Jerry Spette

December 21st
Holiday Party & “Short Shorts”
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BLACK & WHITE                NOV              TOTAL
Anastasia Tompkins hm 17 53.5
Linda Tommasulo 16.5 52
Harvey Augenbraun 18 52
Bob Feldman 17.5 50.5
Miguel Mongui 15.5 49.5
Gloria Abraham im 17 49.5
David Feldman 14.5 48.5
Raquel Gonzalez 15 47.5
Michael Brummett 14.5 46.5
Wing Cheuk Lui 15 46.5
Teena Miller  15.5 45.5
Rudy Finelli 14.5 45
Bob   Wine 15 44.5
Mel Wilner 15.5 44
Frank Price 14.5 43.5
Karen Heusel 16 38.5
Jennifer Dooley 15.5 32
Conrad Tinney 22.5 31
Suzanne Carter 14 28.5
Frank Foto 0 22.5
Carolyn Colella 16.5 16.5
Hector Stephens 0 16
Steven Berger 0 15.5
Adelaide Boemio 15.5 15.5
Virginia Franklin 0 15
David Waddle 0 7
Annabelle Washington 7 7
Edwina Lui 0 6

GROUP B                             NOV               TOTAL
Michael Brummett hm 17 52.5
Bob Wine im 17.5 49.5
Raquel Gonzalez 14 48.5
David Feldman 13.5 48
Gloria Abraham 15 48
Karen Heusel 16 47.5
Mel Wilner 14.5 45.5
Conrad Tinney 0 32
Hector Stephens 0 30.5
David Waddle 0 22.5
Stephen Berger 0 15
Edwina Lui 0 15
Adelaide Boemio 15 15
Virginia Franklin 0 14
Carolyn Colella 7.5 7.5
Elaine Kirchen 6.5 6.5

GROUP A                              NOV              TOTAL
Miguel Mongui 15.5 50.5
Frank Foto 13.5 49.5
Rudy Finelli 15 48
Jennifer Dooley 31 48
Wing Lui 14 46.5
Frank Price 14 43
Andrea Nelson 7.5 40
Gerald Liddelow 13 35
Martin Lewis im/hm 34 34
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GROUP AA                            NOV       TOTAL
Anastasia Tompkins hm 18.5 55.5
Harvey Augenbraun Im 18.5 54
Linda Tommasulo 18 51.5
Sharon Gumerove 17.5 51
Doreen Rose 18 50.5
Suzanne Carter 17 50
Bob Feldman 17 50
Tina Miller 15.5 48.5
Veronica Saunders 0 33.5
Annabelle Washington 14.5 32

THEME                                  NOV        TOTAL
Anastasia Tompkins 16.5 51
Linda Tommasulo 18 50
Harvey Augenbraun 18 49.5
Bob Feldman 16.5 48.5
Mike Brummett 15 48
Frank Price 16 47.5
Miguel Mongui 18 46.5
Andrea Nelson Im 18 46.5
David Feldman 15 46
Karen Heusel 14.5 46
Wing Lui 16.5 46
Mel Wilner 16 46
Annabelle Washington 15 45.5
Bob Wine 15.5 45
Gloria Abraham 14.5 43.5
Rudy Finelli 16.0 43.5
Frank Foto 0.0 31.5
Gerald Liddelow 9.0 31.0
Raquel Gonzalez 16.5 29.5
Suzanne Carter 0.0 29.0
Doreen Rose 0.0 26.5
Hec Stevens 0.0 23.5
Conrad Tinney 0.0 21.0
Adelaide Boemio hm 9.5 9.5

ALTERED REALITY            NOV            TOTAL
Gloria Abraham Im 18.5 35.5
Jennifer Dooley 32.5 32.5
Miguel Mongui 14 32.5
Linda Tommasulo 15 32.5
Anastasia Tompkins 14 31
Raquel Gonzalez 15.5 30.5
Wing Lui 14.5 30.5
Teena Miller  13.5 29.5
Annabelle Washington 13.5 28.5
Rudy Finelli 12.5 28
Michael Brummett 13 27.5
Frank Price 13.5 27.5
Mel Wilner 13 27
Karen Heusel 15.5 23.5
Bob Wine 14 22.5
Adelaide Boemio 15.5 15.5
Carolyn Colella 15 15
Hec Stephens 0 15
Doreen Rose 0 7.5
Frank Foto 0 7
Conrad Tinney 0 6.5

Winning Images - Nov. ‘13
Judge: Martin Joffe

Theme:   Locks and/or Latches

Theme HM /  “Door Knocker”
© Adelaide Boemio

Theme IM /  “Lock Opening” 
© Andrea Nelson

AR IM /  “Reflection” - © Gloria Abraham

PFLI HIGH SCORES - NOVEMBER
Creative:
  24/Anastasia Tompkins -
       “Metro Paris”
  23/Frank Foto - “Autumn Ripples”
A Group:
  25/Anastasia Tompkins - “Colobus Monkey and Baby”
B Group:
  23/Gloria Abraham - “Flowers Natural Light”
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 BW HM
“Sunday Go To Meeting”

© Anastasia Tompkins A HM / “Awwww”- © Martin Lewis

BW IM / “Awesome”
© Gloria Abraham

AA  HM / “Colobus Monkey”
© Anastasia Tompkins

A  IM / “Balance” - © Martin Lewis

AA IM / “Landing Osprey”
© Harvey Augenbraun

B HM/ “Pepper Basket”
© Mike Brummett

 B IM
“Manhattan Night”

© Bob Wine



10 Tips to Capture What You See - Part 1
I ran across this excellent article on the internet and the author, Kimball  Larsen, was kind enough to give me permission to reprint it.  

So you have an artistic eye. You see the world in ways that are unique, interesting, and different. You want to share this world view through your 
photography… but one of the greatest frustrations new photographers encounter is that when they get back to their computer and pull images 
off the camera, the results are nothing like the grand vision they experienced while shooting. Has this ever happened to you? I should emphasize 
that the tips I’ll share here are like a double edged sword: you can use them to more accurately portray your inner vision of a shot, or they can 
be used to accurately reproduce exactly what your eye physically observed. Frequently, these are definitely not the same thing.  Here are 10 
great tips to help you actually capture what you see:

1: Decide on a clear center of attention
What is it about what your eye sees that is so interesting? Is it a specific object? Is it the positioning of several elements in 
view? Is it the colors you see, or how they interact? You know what is interesting, so frame the shot to omit distractions and 
noise. Remember that someone who sees your picture later won’t know about anything that is not in the frame, so leave as 
much to their imagination as you can. For example, if you are taking a picture of a child running at a park, move yourself 
around so that you don’t also have a soccer game or playground competing for attention in the shot. Let the person view-
ing the shot imagine that the child is just running through an open field, making the 
imagery stronger.

2: Remember that your eye has a better dynamic range than your camera
Dynamic range has to do with how well you can see the extremes of lights and darks 
at the same time. The human eye is capable of very high dynamic range, allowing us to 
clearly see a very dark subject against a very bright background. Cameras, on the other 
hand, have a much lower dynamic range. This can make it nearly impossible to get 
your camera to capture what you see, because you simply see much better than your 
camera does. Here is an example of what I’m talking about.  The image on the left has 
the ocean nicely exposed, but the subject is totally in silhouette. The image on the right 
was taken with nearly the same camera settings but I used my speedlite as a fill flash to 
get the subject’s face brighter – closer to the brightness of the ocean behind her.

3: Aperture control for DOF
Most photographers quickly figure out shutter speed and ISO, but fewer seem to grasp the power of the aperture settings on 
their camera. I could easily dedicate an entire post to the topic of aperture control, but for now I’ll sum it up like this: A wide 
aperture (small F number) will produce a very narrow depth of focus. A very small aperture (large F number) will produce a 

very deep depth of focus. What does this mean? This means that you can control 
how out of focus as well as how bright the non-subject portions of your shots are. 
Let me illustrate with an example. On the left we have a wide aperture, on the right 
a much smaller one.  For these shots, I just grabbed a bottle of water and put it on 
my kitchen counter. Both used a bounced flash, but I had to tweak the power of the 
flash and the ISO to get the exposures similar (see the bit about the Exposure Tri-
angle next month). The shot on the left used an aperture of 1.8, the one on the right 
used an aperture of 11. Notice how the one on the left has such a shallow depth 
of field that even the label on the bottle is out of focus and beginning to darken 
because it is a few centimeters farther away than the front face of the bottle. If you 
really want to help bring your subject out of a background of chaos, use a wider 
aperture. If you want to get more elements of your shot in focus, with a more evenly 
distributed exposure, use a tighter aperture.

4: Careful composition to either expand upon or contract the feel of the photo
This technique will possibly have some of you shaking your heads in disgust, because I’m going to ask you to actually move 
your FEET while shooting. Many novice photographers rely far too heavily on the fact that their camera has a zoom, and sac-
rifice a whole range of composition possibilities because they refuse to move their feet to get closer to or farther away from 
their subject. Now don’t get me wrong, I’m all in favor of using that fancy zoom you’ve got – but I want you to understand 
what it is doing. When you zoom in, you not only get the subject to appear larger, but you cut out much of the background 
that may possibly be part of what you wish to capture. Sometimes it is better to zoom farther out and move your feet closer 
to the subject. This will make your subject larger but capture more of the surroundings to better portray what your eye sees. 
The opposite is also true, of course. You can use your zoom to carefully decide what part of the background you want to have 
visible…Sometimes you’ll need to zoom in on the subject but move farther away from them to get the composition you want.

5: Be ready – moments come and go quickly
I can’t count the number of times I’ve been in a perfect position to capture a truly memorable image, but had my camera in my 
bag. Or turned off. Or on the wrong settings. Some shot opportunities only last a second or two, and if you don’t have your 
camera in your hand, turned on, and set to reasonable settings you may miss it. When I’m shooting, I’ll frequently (as in a few 
times a minute) double check my camera settings. I’m constantly adjusting the exposure triangle to fit what I’m shooting so I 
can be ready when the opportunity arrives.

To be continued...
See more at: http://www.kimballlarsen.com/2012/02/02/10-tips-to-capture-what-you-see/#sthash.F1M0kqAn.dpuf

Email me a photo (sized for competition) of what you’re thankful for, with a brief description.  
I’ll print these in a future edition of the Iris.   Send to:  iriseditor@LindaTommasulo.com.
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